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Why are we here? A quick reminder of applications

• Applications
– State and parameter estimation

• A synthesis of disparate observations using a model as
dynamical interpolator

• Inverse modeling to infer poorly known/hard to measure
parameters

– Comprehensive sensitivity analysis
– Uncertainty quantification

• Do the above with best-possible/known physics as interpolator
– Glimmer/CISM (open-source)

• Use AD to generate required adjoint
– OpenAD (open-source)



Formally combining two knowledge reservoirs: observations & models
An early vision of ocean state estimation, ca. 1982:

C. Wunsch, in "A Celebration in Geophysics and Oceanography 1982.
In Honor of Walter Munk on his 65th birthday."



An early inverse modeling approach in glaciology



Automatic differentiation

• OpenAD …



Purpose of the meeting

• Bring together (meet your collaborators)
– ice sheet modelers
– AD developers, computer scientists & mathemeticians
– adjoint practitioners

• Introduce the basic working principles of AD and G/C
– How does AD work
– How does Glimmer/CISM work

• Gain an early understanding of challenges ahead

• Determine procedures of work
– Session “Next steps”

• Questions / Suggestions (e.g. an acronym?)



Next steps

• Cost functions
– Sensitivity costs

• Total ice sheet volume
• Sea-level
• Mean temperature
• Energy (potential, kinetic, internal)
• Point-wise costs
• Template routine

– Least-squares model vs. data misfit function
• Surface velocity field
• Balance velocities
• Temperature profiles
• Rate of change in surface elevations (thickness or rate of

change of thickness)
• Mass changes from GRACE
• Sea-level



Next steps (cont’d)

• Control variables
– Initial conditions
– Surface boundary conditions

• precip, surface temperature, radiation, albedo, …
– Lateral boundary condition (ocean)
– Basal boundary conditions

• melt rate, sliding, geothermal flux,…
– Grounding line position, or other geometry changes
– Model parameters

• Viscosity (in various forms)
• Basal shea
• …

• “scalar” controls
– Basal melt rate, basal sliding, geothermal flux, flow enhancement

factor,..
– g,
–  …



Next steps (cont’d)

• Minimum start setup
1. Ideally based on Glimmer/CISM 2.0
2. ISMIP-C: sinusoidaly varying basal traction;

1. Use as sensitivity, e.g. sensitivity of point-wise velocity to basal
traction and others

2. Use as “identical twin” optimization, I.e. recover unperturbed
equilibrium distribution from optimization

3. A simplified ISMIP-C by using constant viscosity

• Mechanism for increasing code complexity
– Customized model driver routine (e.g. for isothermal EISMINT)
– LEGO / re-factoring / packaging
– CPP flags (DISABLE_… )???

• Interaction with repository / branching
– Separate branch from stable version for AD development
– With svn need “discipline”/policy of frequent sync-ing?
– “mid”-term option to switch to something like Mercurial, GIT? To

be discussed by Glimmer/CISM steering committee, …



Next steps (cont’d)

• Project webpage and/or WIKI
– AD-related mailing list through Berlios
– U. Montana WIKI
– Glimmer/CISM Berlios WIKI: http://glimmer-cism.berlios.de
– OpenAD WIKI
– …
– Need robust/backed-up system
– Could use better URL
– WIKI vs. public website
– Berlios admin is Magnus!

• Remote access to OpenAD(?)
– Server could be maintained at MIT
– Increasing user-friendliness???
– Via cloud-computing (Eucalyptus)



Next steps (cont’d)

• Who does what (and who’s funded to do IT)?
– Setting up reference setups: Jesse
– Initial code analysis for compatibility with OpenAD: Jean (start

someime mid-October seems realistic)
– Support routines for defining AD-relevant code: Patrick, G/C team

(Jesse)
• Time-stepping loop (will likely be part of driver routine)
• Dependent/independent directives: Jesse
• Control variable module
• Cost function module
• Handling of observation
• Gradient check support

– Extending build process to include OpenAD targets: Magnus, …
– Generate working adjoint code: Jean, Patrick, G/C team
– Test generated adjoint code
– Do “realistic” simulations - do “science”
– Solver issues: Paul, Matt, SISIPHUS
– …



Solver issues

• There are two main approaches to differentiating through a solver that is not
self-adjoint (e.g., a Newton-Krylov nonlinear solver): two-phase and piggyback.
– In the two-phase approach, one first solves the nonlinear system completely

and then solves a linear system whose terms come from evaluating the
derivatives of the nonlinear function at the solution to the nonlinear system.

– In the piggyback scheme, one differentiates through the solver, optionally
turning off the differentiation of things like preconditioners and possibly
altering the convergence criterion in order to ensure that the derivatives
converge (there is sometimes a delay from convergence of the function to
convergence of the derivatives).  This approach has  the advantage of being
less invasive and following exactly the same control path as the function
evaluation, thus reducing the potential for algorithmic "noise" (pivoting
decisions, convergence tests for subproblems) from distorting the solution.
A refinement of the piggyback scheme is the delayed piggyback scheme,
where one first runs the function alone to (loose) convergence and then
uses that solution as the starting point for the piggybacked iteration.  This
can substantially reduce the amount of overall work, especially if the
function solution requires many nonlinear iterations.

• The SISIPHUS project has as one of its deliverables to develop a differentiated
version of the PETSc nonlinear solver, although the choice of puiggyback versus
two-phase is left unspecified.


